
In effect April 1st, 2018

4 WEEKS

PRICE PRICE
DVD MP4

Single tape or DVD to archival DVD - Up to 2 hours $36.00 $36.00
Combined tapes and/or DVDs to archival DVD - Up to 2 hours* $50.00
Extra DVD copy (not applicable to transfers to Hard Drive)** $15.00

*Video can be combined to a single DVD for up to 4 separate original tapes or DVDs only.
**The extra copy price is only provided at the time of the initial order.
For future copies, the DVD made during the previous work must be supplied in order to make a copy.

Customers must sign off and take responsibility for any copyright material.

4 WEEKS

PRICE

Splice video tape 20.00
Replace cassette shell (add to above price is necessary) 20.00

Video Tape Repair

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

Video Transfers: Tape to DVD or Hard Drive (MP4)

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

For transfers to  MP4 a blank hard drive must be supplied by the customer . Approximately 1 GB of storage is needed for each hour of video. 
 
DVDs or digital files to hard disc can be made from VHS, s-VHS, VHS-c, 8mm video, hi-8 video, digital 8 video, mini-dv, mini DVD, SD cards and Betamax. (PAL Mini DV transfers 
are not available). Each tape transferred to DVD is a single chapter and has a separate chapter title that appears in the menu. Custom chapter titling is generally not offered, but 
can be provided. Chapter titles are limited to 18 characters. An additional fee may apply. 
 
It is possible to put more than two hours onto a DVD, but the quality will suffer and the price will not be any less than utilizing more than one DVD to maximize quality. 
 
 

Most physically damaged video cassettes can be repaired or spliced. When repairing the actual tape, damaged portions must be removed. 
 
If a tape requires a physical splice, it is highly recommended that it be copied to DVD or digital file (see above video transfer prices) and not played in a VCR. Splices made to 
video tapes are likely to create a head clog, meaning the VCR must be opened and cleaned. 
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In effect April 1st, 2018

4 WEEKS

PRICE PRICE
DVD MP4

Up to 2 hours $56.00 $36.00
Combine 2-4 sources up to 2 hours $50.00 $50.00

Customers must sign off and take responsibility for any copyright material.
No extra copy rate. Full price for additional copies.

Video Transfers: Foreign Video

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

Foreign tape (VHS only) and DVD conversions can be done, to and from foreign source, to and from North American DVD (NTCS). 
 
It is possible to convert most foreign DVDs to North American standard DVDs, but not all. Not only are there different video standards, there are also different regional 
standards and some manufacturers of DVD camcorders have added copy guard to their internal recording software. This is not an issue of copyright, but an issue of companies 
trying to encourage brand loyalty... not all can be dealt with. DVDs recorded in a Sony Camcorder are particularly of issue. 
 
Some artifacting may occur in the converting process. Scenes with a lot of movement can lose some fluidity. 
 
Digital Files for foreign conversions (SD AVI or SD MOV) are available upon request. 
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In effect April 1st, 2018

4 WEEKS

FILE or DVD

50 foot reel or less $24.00
100 foot reel $45.00
200 foot reel $90.00
300 foot reel $130.00
400 foot reel $170.00
over 400 feet $0.40/foot

Chapter Titles: $3.00 per title (plus reorganization price if applicable).
Extra Copy DVD - $15.00

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

Video Transfers: Home Movies
All motion film is transferred on new frame-by-frame transfer units.  These units basically take a 1920x1080 hi res scan of every individual frame and those frames are 
reassembled into a playable video file. These individual jpeg images of each frame are what are known as the Master Image Sequence (MIS) . A MIS is perfect for the customer 
who wants a  backup that will allow them high quality, flexible format that can be easitly converted to other formats in the future. Each reel of film will have it's own folder  
with each and every frame of that reel accessible as a jpeg file.  
 
Suggested transfer it to HD - MP4 or HD - .MOV. You can request having transferred to DVD  (SD) but that will be of lower quality.  Transfers to MP4 or .MOV require  a flash 
drive or external hard drive.  A quick rule of thumb is that you will need about 4 GB of storage for every 50' reel of film that you are having transferred.  This drive must 
accompany the order or there may be delays in completion of the order while a drive is sourced.  
 
Each new reel of film being transferred to DVD will have a new chapter title on the DVD menu. Chapter titles can be provided by the customer (up to 2 rows of 20 characters for 
each reel of film). If a chapter title is not provided we will title the chapter with the number in which they were transferred. Efforts are made to try and place film in 
chronological order is possible. 
 
Minor film repair is done at no charge. If extensive repairs must be done, you will be notified of any extra charges before we proceed. 
 
Prices are on the amount of film that is on a reel. If the reel is full, follow the guide below for pricing, in reference to the diameter of the reel. If reels are not full, the price is 
charged by the nearest higher increment (i.e. a 400 foot reel with only 250 feet of film on it will be charged for 300 feet). Over-stacked reels will be charged accordingly for a 
larger sized reel.  
 
Additional copies must be ordered at the time of transfer. Extra copies at a later time are $25.00 for the first copy, and $15.00 for additional copies. Extra copies of film 
transfers can be made without the original DVD provided it is done within 12 months of the original transfer. 

Minimum Charge of $35.00 per order. 
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In effect April 1st, 2018

10-12 WEEKS

PRICE

All still film developing (except Disc film) $80.00
Motion film $59.00
Disc film $50.00
Prints from Disc film (already developed)* $45.00

*Disc film scans are 2400dpi. Though fairly high resolution, the negatives are so very small, and digital artifacting will show up on prints over 5x7

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

(Very) Old Film Developing
With exception to 35mm long roll motion picture film, all film can be developed regardless of its format and age. 
 
All still film, once developed is scanned, digitally enhanced, and burned to CD. 
 
After developing, it is recommended that motion picture film be transferred to DVD or Digital File (AVI or MOV). Much of the motion picture film is developed into a B&W 
negative in order to salvage something from it. Some form of transfer in these cases is necessary so that it is viewable by the customer. 
 
Though most types of film can be developed, the quality and success rates depend on many factors. Some films tend to come out very well, some okay, and some very poor. It 
must be noted that these films are often decades beyond their expiry dates. See lab for more information with specific details as to the film brand, format, and exact type. 
Kodachome film can only be processed to Black and White. 
 
The retrieval of recognizable images from still film is guaranteed or there is no charge. "Recognizable" does not mean "of good quality", it only means that there is a physical 
image within the frame of the negative. 
 
Depending on when the film is received, processing may take up to 6-8 weeks. 
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